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Agenda

		The situation regarding Viktor Radenski


	The meeting was called to order at 9.10 p.m., local time.

Adoption of the agenda

	The agend was adopted.

The situation regarding Viktor Radenski

	The President: You are all, no doubt, aware as to why I called this meeting. At midnight, Universal Time, an individual claiming to be one 'Viktor Radenski' somehow managed to transmit a video recording to all active digital screens across the world - billboards, televisions, and so on - whilst simultaneously playing an audio version of the same recording through every radio frequency. How he has managed to do this is a mystery - but the main purpose for this meeting today is to assess and discuss what threat this individual poses towards the nations and people of Earth.

	I shall now give the floor to the members of the Council.

	Ms. Young (United States of America): The Department of Homeland Security has already compiled a file upon this Viktor Radenski, based on his video recording and information from the DNA Database Registry. Filing the results down from information gathered in his recording, we have managed to single out one possible individual: one Viktor Gregorovich Radenski, an Irish goat born in Denmark to Nikolai and Ida Radenski in the year 2225. 

	The Radenskis moved to Oxfordshire, England, in 2228, and arranged for their son to enrole in Eton College when he finished primary education. Viktor swiftly moved through the education system, due to a genius-like level of intelligence, graduating to Eton at seven, then graduating from Eton to Cambridge University at the age of twelve, due to extra-ordinary levels of intelligence. He left Cambridge shortly after turning twenty-four, with several PhD's under his belt, specifically: Computer Science, Mathematics,Nuclear Engineering, and Physics.

	After leaving university, he worked for the European Organisation for Nuclear Research, making steady progress through the ranks, before leaving for undisclosed reasons in 2264, and, shortly after, emptied his bank account. It's then when our records run dry. 

	As I'm sure the Council can appreciate, we are dealing with someone who could pose a substantial threat, if he has means to back his words. Our intelligence shows that he is incredibly intelligent and suggests that his threat against non-compliant countries may involve nuclear weaponry.

	We have, so far, been unable to pinpoint the exact source of Radenski's transmission - fourteen satellites were used in transmitting the recording, but each satellite recieved their data from different locations across the globe. It is possible that the recording was transmitted from computers present at each location, but I have been informed that these may yet be decoys.

	The transmission locations are as follows: Sydney, Australia; São Paulo, Brazil; Beijing, China; Shanghai, China; Cairo, Egypt; Paris, France; Delhi, India; Tokyo, Japan; Seoul, Korea; Moscow, Russia; Johannesburg, South Africa; Istanbul, Turkey; London, England; and New York, USA.

	From our preliminary analysis, it appears that Radenski specifically chose large cities with dense populations. In the interests of national safety, the Central Intelligence Agency has already dispatched agents to the New York location and are currently in the process of trying to locate the transmission source. 

	The Department of Homeland Security and the United States of America are fully prepared to exchange and provide any information regarding Radenski and his transmissions with the intelligence services of the other countries present on this Council. In the interest of this, we request that the Council members for Australia, Brazil, China, France, India, Japan, Russia, South Africa, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain assist the United States in its investigation by tracking down the transmission devices in your respective countries. You will find the location co-ordinates in your meeting briefs, along with a summation of what I have already detailed.

	I request that the representatives for Egypt, Korea, and Turkey be brought up to date when this meeting has concluded, assist the United States as we hope the permanent Council members will do so, and for them to attend any subsequent, relevant meetings.

	The President: The Representatives for Egypt, Korea, and Turkey will be informed of the proceedings, assist the United States in her investigation, and attend any further meetings regarding Radenski. I thank the representative of the United States for her thorough briefing.

	Mr. Kimura (Japan): What stance should our countries officially take with the media?	

	The President: Until there are any further developments, the stance should be that investigations are being launched into the television and radio hijack and to decline answering further questions. If Radenski is publically acknowledged as a threat, it will only upset the general populace. If an official publically announces that their country 'submits' to Radenski, then he only gains credibility. Under no circumstances is any country to announce that they are to defy or dismiss Radenski; we don't know what he is capable of, yet, and I don't want to risk him being angered to the point of making a show of force.

	Unless there are any further questions, I will conclude this meeting to address the General Assembly. This is the first, potentially single most powerful threat we are dealing with. I want half-hourly updates on the situation and call another meeting of the Council once things have progressed.

	The Security Council has thus concluded the present stage of its consideration of the item on its agenda.

	The meeting rose at 9.16 p.m.



